
CRISTIAN ORTIZ
OFFENSIVE MIDFIELDER



DATA SHEET

LAST NAME
FIRST NAME

DATE OF BIRTH

POSITION
HEIGHT
WEIGHT

NATIONALITY
CLUB

PREFERRED FOOT

ORTÍZ ACOSTA
CRISTIAN ALEJANDRO

03/05/1999

OFFENSIVE MIDFIELDER

1.66CM

USA / MEXICAN
AUSTIN BOLD

55KG
LEFT FOOTED
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STATS IN USA & MEXICO
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TACTICAL ANALYSIS

Ortiz is a left-footed player with great
technique. He is a skillful player who can
locate himself in different lanes and
heights on the field since his technical
capacity allows him to associate with
accuracy. Also, he has vision of play to
generate breaking-lane and through the
line passes in the last third.

He is an excellent player to play around
so many areas of the field. He looks for
showing up near the ball to combine and
play one-two touches. He creates play
and attracts rivals to then attack the
weak side.

He usually receives well-positioned. It
allows him to have more time to think
and get advantages from the rival. He
uses his good technique to receive with
his head to the goal. When turning is not
possible, he passes in one touch and
goes to a free space.

Technical quality Associative capacity Oriented control



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

He is smart in individual duels. He
understands that his physical shape is
not the best to go for a ground
challenge. He can get advantages from
his technique. This is the reason why he
uses it to succeed at offensive 1v1 duels,
in small-sided situations.

Ortiz is smart to move into space. It
makes him receive through the lines. He
looks for moving around forwards and
offensive midfielders, while avoiding the
rival's defenders in front of him. Before
receiving, he thinks for some seconds
and then smartly plays due to his good
off the ball movements.

Offensive 1v1 Showing up through the lines

He has a good shooting technique to
take on set pieces, both at corners and
free kicks. He is accurate, shots it hard
and has a good ball spin effect to pick up
teammates.

Set pieces execution



Social Media

@Cristian.Ortiz10

https://www.instagram.com/Cristian.Ortiz10/



